Recovery Resource Links

When disasters, such as tornados or hurricanes strike, response and recovery efforts include the continued search for the missing, reconnecting separated loved ones, and assessing when and where to begin rebuilding lost communities.

Please use and share the links below to learn more about the recovery efforts, the resources available to those directly impacted, and the additional support you can provide for friends, loved ones, and others.

**American Red Cross—Safe & Well Website**—Use this link to reconnect with friends, family, and loved ones.

**American Red Cross—Open Shelters List**—Use this link to locate open shelters that have been set up in and around your local community.

**American Red Cross—Shelter Finder App**—Download this app for your iPhone or Android smartphone to locate open shelters in your area.

**Federal Disaster Relief Aid**—If your county has been declared a disaster site, you may be eligible for disaster relief aid. Use this link to apply.

**FEMA Oklahoma Disaster Information Site**—This section of the website for The Federal Emergency Management Agency features updates and information on the current response efforts.

**FEMA Official Twitter Account**—Live updates and information are available on the official Twitter account for The Federal Emergency Management Agency.

**CNN Oklahoma Tornado Updates and Developments**—A special news feed provided by CNN that features information and updates related to the response and recovery efforts.

**KFOR-TV News in Oklahoma**—Live and local news coverage of the recovery efforts currently underway and information for Oklahoma City residents in need of additional information.